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Abstract—Acquiring current position information from the
GNSS is a straightforward procedure outdoors. Any mobile
device, equipped with a GNSS receiver, having a line of sight
with enough numbers of satellites can calculate its location. The
mobile device does not need a full connection with any of these
satellites. In the indoor positioning using the Wireless Ethernet
IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi) standard, some accurate methods require
the mobile device to send some initial data from its environment
to a server, the server utilizes the data to calculate the exact
location. The mobile device should be able to connect to this
server, either by having an association with a Wi-Fi access point
or using 3G/4G if the server is accessible from the Internet. In
some cases, having a connection to the Internet is not possible,
either because of the absence of the 3G/4G, or the Wi-Fi access
points and the server are not for the public. This study aims to
make the Wi-Fi indoor positioning systems available to all the
mobile devices, exactly as the GPS, without even the need to be
connected, either to the Internet, or to any of the Wi-Fi access
points. In order to achieve this goal, we developed an extension,
CoLDE (Connectionless Data Exchange), for the protocol IEEE
802.11. CoLDE utilizes the management frames to allow Wi-Fi
devices and access points to exchange small amounts of data
without having an association. Using CoLDE, the access points
can relay the initial data (which they) received from the mobile
device to the server, and send the exact position back to the
Wi-Fi device. CoLDE can be utilized regardless of the used
Wi-Fi indoor positioning. This paper gives the description and
the implementation of the protocol used and the proposed
method, in addition to the experimental results gathered in a
feasibility study to validate some of the basic concepts of this
approach.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
positioning using the IEEE 802.11 protocol has
undergone considerable progress in the past decade. Indoor
positioning became one of the essential technologies for
many applications, such as disaster rescue, indoor navigation,
and advertising. Indoor Positioning Systems (IPS) have been
presented and implemented. These systems can be categorized
into many groups according to their methods. One group is
built on the use of the fingerprinting, which means a signature
of environment features consistently and strongly depending
on the physical location [1]. This group has many categories
according to the feature used. One category is time-based
methods, these methods include Time-of-Arrival (ToA), Time
Difference-of-Arrival (TDoA) and Round Trip Time (RTT).
Another category is the angle-based method (i.e. AoA)[2].
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A third category uses (RSS) (Received Signal Strength) [3].
These categories are the three most representative measurements for position estimation. Compared to ToA and AoA
measurements, the RSS can be more easily measured without
any additional special hardware devices in current open public
WLAN networks [4]. The other group uses triangulation. It is
virtually impossible to use this method without a significant
error, because this method does not take into consideration
the interference or the obstacles in the area, such as walls,
furniture, and even other people in the building.
In general, indoor positioning needs a number of calculations
which differs according to the methods used. There are two
ways to perform these calculations. One way is to perform
them on a mobile device, while the other way is to perform
them on a server. Performing the calculations on a mobile
device consumes the device’s battery, and since mobile devices
are normally battery-driven, energy efficiency is a very important consideration in Wi-Fi localization systems [5]. Methods
such as Wi-Fi fingerprint-based localization solves part of this
problem by sending the needed parameters to a server in order
to perform the calculations.
Sending the parameters to a server requires the mobile device
to have an active connection to this server, either by having
an association with a Wi-Fi access point or using 3G/4G if
the server is accessible from the Internet. Such a condition
limits the usability of the positioning and localization services
to the mobile devices that are connected to the right network
where the server is accessible. On the other hand, GPS (Global
Positioning System) is a system accessible by any person with
a GPS receiver. Our goal is to provide the needed method
to make indoor positioning accessible by any mobile device
equipped with a Wi-Fi network card, without requiring it to be
connected to any network, and regardless of the localization
system used. For this purpose, we present our solution to
exchange positioning and localization data using the Connectionless Exchange Protocol (CoLDE). CoLDE uses the
management frames in the IEEE 802.11 protocol to exchange
small amounts of data [6].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II presents the state of the art of this work and we survey
related work in using connectionless protocols in positioning
and localization. Section III introduces Connectionless Data
Exchange protocol (CoLDE), in addition to our contribution
on how to use it to exchange positioning and localization
data without any association procedure. Section IV elaborates

integration into embedded systems in details. The positioning
by methods and applications which can benefit by CoLDE
are discussed in Section V. Section VI provides the experiment scenarios and the results. And finally, some concluding
remarks and future work are mentioned in Section VII.
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II. S TATE O F T HE A RT
Beacon-Stuffing is one of the earliest attempts to use the
management frame to exchange data. Beacon-Stuffing is a
low bandwidth communication protocol for IEEE 802.11
networks that enables APs (Access Points) to communicate
with clients without association. This enables clients to
receive information from nearby APs even when they are
disconnected or when connected to another AP[7]. It is
possible to broadcast the AP position or the AP location
using beacon-stuffing. When the Wi-Fi receives a beacon(s)
from the surrounding AP(s), it extracts the position(s) from
the beacon(s), it should perform the needed calculations
with the help of other parameters like RSSI to get a more
accurate position. In this method, the calculations depend
on the Wi-Fi device itself. There are two concerns about
this method, power consumption and the accuracy of the
calculated location.
While beacon-stuffing provides a way to broadcast data
from an AP to a client, in [8], the authors prove the possibility
of exchanging any amount of data between two Wi-Fi clients
using the management frames (probe request/response).
In [9], the authors utilize the NULL and the ACK frames to
obtain the RTOF (Round-Trip-Time-Of-Flight), so the mobile
can measure the distance from the AP. NULL frames represent
a special type of IEEE 802.11 data frames, because they
merely carry a power management bit while the data field
is being left empty. NULL frames have to be acknowledged
by the AP. A station sending a NULL frame to an access point
does not have to be associated with the latter. NULL frames
are unicast frames, so a null frame can be sent to an AP. That
means a station should perform active or passive scanning, so
the station can have a list of the APs.
In CoLDE, we send data simultaneously with the scanning
frames. That means we send one frame to all the APs on the
same frequency. We do not need to send a frame to each AP.
IEEE 802.11u was developed to improve internetworking with
external non-802.11 networks[10]. IEEE 802.11u primarily
focused on on-the-fly authorization between both the STA
(Station) and the AP [11]. With the use of external network
authorization, the AP also provides service to the previously
unknown STAs.
In this paper, we present our solution which depends on
CoLDE and uses the Wi-Fi networks which already exist,
even the private ones, to provide indoor positioning services to
any Wi-Fi device. The main three advantages in the proposed
solutions are the following: firstly, the Wi-Fi clients do not
have to be connected to any network at all. Secondly, they
can use indoor positioning services from an APi while they
are connected to APj , without the need to disconnect from
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APj . Finally, it works with any indoor positioning system
which needs to exchange a small amount of data between
the client and the server. The Wi-Fi devices broadcast a
localization request to the surrounding APs. The probe request
contains the request along with the parameters needed by the
positioning system. The parameters could be the information
of the surrounding APs; such as the MAC (Media Access
Control) address, SSID, RSSI, ...etc.
While IEEE802.11u improves interconnecting with external
non-802.11 networks, CoLDE provides an easier way to
exchange data with non-connected 802.11 networks.
III. C ONNECTION L ESS DATA E XCHANGE P ROTOCOL
(C O LDE)
Our proposition CoLDE extension [6] allows exchanging
data between two Wi-Fi entities without the need to have an
alliance or establish a connection between them. The entities
could be normal access points (infrastructure mode), ad-hoc
devices, Wi-Fi Direct or even normal Wi-Fi clients. This
extension allows broadcasting information to all Wi-Fi devices
in particular areas, even if they are connected to different
networks, or even if they are not connected to any network.
CoLDE allows the Wi-Fi devices (i.e, mobile phones and
laptops) to benefit from the new services with the help of the
other devices that these services include. For example, some
mobile phones do not include any localization systems, so they
can get the current position from other devices (which include
that localization system), if these devices exist in the same
geographical area and most specifically in the Wi-Fi coverage
area of the first device.
Examples and situations vary with localization functions,
emergency evacuation, integration between Wi-Fi devices and
VANET (Vehicular ad-hoc network), exchanging data with
access points in the same area without the need to be connected
to them or to use a service from another device.
In CoLDE the data will be carried into beacon frames
for broadcasting the information, and into probe Request/Response Management Frames (Fig. 1.) to request a
service. This approach more specifically uses the Information
Elements (IEs) part of the management frame (in case of the
probe Request/Response frames), which includes a variable
length part, which the client usually uses to ask the access
point for some extra information like the BSSID, (BSSID is
the MAC address of the access-point), the supported rate,....
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body of beacon. Using it, up to 251 bytes of information
can be embedded in each management frame[12]. Utilizing
the vendor specific information simplifies the implementation,
many Wi-Fi cards’ drivers identify and send this information
element to the application for it to be processed. Each vendor
has its own OUI (Organizationally Unique Identifier). OUI is a
24-bit number that uniquely identifies a vendor, manufacturer,
or other organization globally or worldwide. The following
byte (OUI sub-type) is used as a vendor-specific sub-type.
The customizable information element (CoLDE-Request)
(Fig. 4.) provides the needed data structure for the methods
that use RSSI fingerprinting, collaborative localization or time
based methods. By using only one probe request frame, it is
possible to send the last position information, the time (Fig.
5.), the MAC address and the RSSI 31 of APs (the number of
APs depends on the size of the last position field).
The main fields of CoLDE-Request are:
•

•

Fig. 6.

CoLDE Indoor Positioning - Response Frame

Each request information element has a unique ID, the ID
numbers between 32-255 have been reserved for future use.
One of these IDs could be used to define a new Information
Element (IE) to send a special request from a Wi-Fi entity
to another Wi-Fi entity (broadcast if the SSID is unknown,
unicast if the SSID is already known). The request can include
some parameters, for example: the list of their access points
with their RSSIs, their current location, extra information
about an accident, road conditions (VANET).
Actually, the proposed extension is only software and needs
no special hardware. Any Wi-Fi device, whatever its role in
the network, can be provided with an extension, which means
it can be provided by any access point, a mobile in an ad-hoc
mode, a mobile in a direct Wi-Fi mode or even a normal
mobile running in a pure client mode.

•

•

•
•

A different structure has been built for the response
(CoLDE-Response) (Fig. 6.) The main fields of CoLDEResponse are:
•

IV. I NTEGRATION IN E MBEDDED S YSTEM
CoLDE proposes a general structure frame which can
contain any type of data (Fig. 2.). It depends on defining
new information elements. In this paper we customized this
method. Firstly, we use the vendor-specific information element (Fig. 3.). Because of the extensive importance and to
allow some flexibility to the vendors, the 802.11 standard
itself has a provision to carry non-standard, vendor-specific
information in the ”vendor specific” Information Element (IE)
field of management frame. This IE (with ELEMENT ID 221)
is provisioned to be always present as a last IE in the frame

System is a field of one byte with an unsigned integer,
it specifies the ID of the positioning system that should
process the followed data. System 0 means that there is
no specific system, the data will be all available systems.
Subsequently, the user could receive no response, one
response or many responses.
Time is a field of 11 bytes (Fig. 5.). The time is used
in some positioning systems, such as OwlPS [23]
Last Position contains the last position acquired by this
client. It is a 20-byte length field. This field can be used
to send the GNSS position (latitude: 8 bytes, longitude:
8 bytes and altitude: 4 bytes). Also, we can send a text
or a code for relative location using all the bytes.
Count is a field of one byte with an unsigned integer, it
specifies the count of the data, in our case the count of
APs gathered by the client, and the maximum number of
APs is only 32.
AP MAC is a field of 6 bytes containing the MAC
address of the AP.
AP RSSI is a field of one byte containing the RSSI, it
indicates the power level being received by the AP.

•
•

System is a field of one byte with an unsigned integer,
it specifies the ID of the positioning system that should
process the followed data. System 0 means that there is
no specific system, the data will be all available systems.
Subsequently, the user could receive no response, one
response or many responses.
Time is a field of 11 bytes (Fig. 5.). It specifies the
sending time of the position.
Last Position contains the position provided by the WiFi access point or by the positioning system. It is a 20byte length field. This field can be used to send the GNSS
position (latitude: 8 bytes, longitude: 8 bytes and altitude:
4 bytes). Also, we can send a text or a code for relative
location using all the bytes.

Msg Size is a field of one byte, it contains the size of
the Msg field.
Msg is a variable length field (The Msg Size field
specifies the size of this field). It is a free structure field,
the positioning system or the AP can send a text message
to the client.

recently. It is an open-source library. We have used iw to add
the CoLDE-Request as an IE in the probe requests, and to
get the IE from the probe responses. As Wi-Fi clients, we
are using an IPC (Internet Personal Computer) with Ubuntu
and Arch linux operating systems, and a low-cost,compact
Raspberry Pi with Arch linux.

The time needed for processing a positioning request is
a serious bottleneck. While the probe request has a timeout
measured by hundred of milliseconds, indoor positioning
systems need seconds (in the ideal circumstances) to calculate
the client position. In normal cases, the active scanning
process takes 2 to 3 seconds [13]. This time varies depending
on the distance from the server’s network, the link speed with
this network, the server’s capacity, and the most important
parameter is the time needed by the positioning algorithm. In
other words, when the client sends a probe request containing
a positioning request, the timeout can be hit even before
receiving the probe response. The same problem will arise
when trying to send another request.
We present our solution which utilizes two levels of caching.
By using the cache, the client will get the result of the
positioning request in the following probe response frames.
We will cover the caching levels and the procedure followed
in detail.
There are three main components in our solution. The Wi-Fi
client device, the Wi-Fi access point and the CoLDE Proxy
Server (CoLDE-Proxy).

CoLDE integration into the Wi-Fi access points
Access points play an important role in our solution. They
have more tasks to do than just forwarding the frames from/to
clients. We used Raspberry Pi as an access point. It has
been equipped with Wi-Fi USB dongle. For the sake of
testing we used three types of Wi-Fi dongles (Atheros, Ralink
and Realtek). Arch linux (customized distribution for ARM
architecture) has been used instead of Raspbian (based on
Debian), the reason is related to the ability to control the
Wi-Fi dongle driver by a 3rd-party application instead of the
operating system itself.
The hostapd [16] has been selected as an access point
application. Hostapd is a user space daemon for access point
and authentication servers. It implements IEEE 802.11 access
point management and it supports Linux (Host AP, madwifi,
mac80211-based drivers) and FreeBSD (net80211). Hostapd
is designed to be a ”daemon” program that runs in the
background. It can be distributed, used and modified under
the terms of a BSD license.
The hostapd has been customized to process CoLDE frame.
We used the code 0x0c01de (it has not yet been assigned to
any vendor) as a temporary OUI, we will refer to this ID
as CoLDE-OUI. Two sub-types have been added to further
indicate the cache settings. The value 0x01 indicates that the
client prefers to have instantaneous position (not from the
cache). On the other hand, the value 0x02 shows that the
client accepts cached position. Other values can be identified
(254 values). These values can help to specify other settings.
Whenever the hostapd receives a probe request with a CoLDE
OUI in the IE part, it extracts the CoLDE-Request data. Then,
it checks the OUI sub-type to decide whether it should check
the local cache or not. In case of having the value 0x02, the
AP searches the cache for any response stored for this client.
If any response is found in the cache, the AP sends it directly
in a probe response, otherwise it continues the procedure
as if the sub-type were 0x01. If the OUI sub-type is 0x01,
the AP forwards the data to CoLDE-Proxy as a unicast.
Hostapd prepares the CoLDE-Response frame as soon as it
receives the response from the CoLDE-Proxy. It adds the
CoLDE-Response to a probe response to be sent to the client.
The probe response has the same CoLDE-OUI as in the IE.
Each entry in the cache has a timestamp and a timeout. The
timeout is measured in seconds and it can be customized to
fit different networks and different positioning systems. It is
possible to send the timeout from the CoLDE-Proxy. The AP
represents the 1st level of caching in our solution.

•
•

CoLDE integration into the Wi-Fi client devices
The probe request is the main item needed to integrate client’s
CoLDE in the Wi-Fi client’s devices. The probe request is
used to perform ”Active Scanning”.
In active scanning, probe request frames are transmitted on all
the channels. The responses received from APs in the form of
probe response frames are then subsequently processed by the
WNIC (Wireless Network Interface Card). Active scanning
is the default-scanning technique for a WNIC, which enables
it to implore an immediate response from an AP, without
waiting for the beacon frames to be sent by the AP [14].
Considering that active scanning is the default technique in
the Wi-Fi, we only need to add CoLDE-Request as an IE in
the sent probe requests. Depending on the data needed by the
positioning system, the client might need to use some data
from the probe responses themselves. In this case, the system
waits for the first scan to be done, it extracts the needed data,
then it prepares the CoLDE-Request. The frame will be added
as an IE to be sent in the next probe requests (only one time).
Every positioning system can customize the CoLDE-Request
to include the needed data. Each positioning system needs to
have a unique ID to be used in the field System in the frame.
By using the field System, the CoLDE-Proxy can call the
functions of the right positioning system.
The iw is a new nl80211 [15] based on Linux CLI (Command
Line Interface) configuration utility for wireless devices. It
supports all new drivers that have been added to the kernel

CoLDE Proxy Server (CoLDE-Proxy)
CoLDE-Proxy can be any linux or windows server, even it is
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possible to combine the access point and the CoLDE-Proxy
in the same device. Actually CoLDE-Proxy is the interface
between Wi-Fi clients and access points from one side,
and the positioning system(s) from the other side. Such
architecture facilitates the integration of CoLDE in any
positioning system. CoLDE-Proxy acts as a proxy for Wi-Fi
clients. At the same time, it acts as an Indoor-positioning
cache (2nd level of caching) to speed up the positioning
process, to reduce the traffic with the positioning system (in
case it is located on a different server) and to be a temporary
backup in case of losing connection with the positioning
system. The possibility of using the caching varies depending
on the positioning system itself.
CoLDE-Proxy can work with different positioning systems
at the same time. Depending on the field System (CoLDERequest) (Fig. 4.), CoLDE-Proxy can decide the format of
the data and to which system they should be forwarded
to. CoLDE-Proxy receives the data from the AP(s), it puts
them into the appropriate format (according to the selected
positioning system) and then it makes a call to the functions
of that positioning system. It sends the result back to the
access point(s) that sent the data. This procedure is repeated
every time a client sends a positioning request. If the caching
service is used, CoLDE-Proxy checks the cache before
starting the session with the positioning system.
(Fig. 7.) summarizes the procedures of the three components
in our solution and the communication between them.
V. R ELATED P OSITIONING M ETHODS A ND A PPLICATIONS
Below we discuss some algorithms and methods which
have been developed for indoor positioning, at the same time
we will mention how they could be improved using our
solution for connectionless.
Wi-Fi Localization Using RSSI Fingerprinting
Wi-Fi Fingerprinting creates a radio map of a given area
based on the RSSI data from several access points and
generates a probability distribution of RSSI values for a given
(x,y) location. Live RSSI values are then compared to the
fingerprint to find the closest match and generate a predicted
(x,y) location[17]. We take two examples of the applications
that use fingerprinting methods.
Google Maps [18] application can solve the problems
of positioning navigation in open areas and indoors. It
provides the possibility to calculate the route inside the
building between several floors in addition to navigation
[19]. For orientation it uses Wi-Fi and cellular networks with
positioning accuracy ranges from 5 to 10 meters [20].
Skyhook Wireless [21] is one of the main companies in
the domain of localization and positioning. Skyhook is a
multiple source location system that uses Wi-Fi, GPS and
cell towers which should work better in cities where Wi-Fi
and cell tower signals are highly present[22]. Skyhooks Core
Engine is a software-only location system. It uses a massive
reference database comprised of the known locations of over

250 million Wi-Fi access points and cellular towers. Skyhook
client software running on a Wi-Fi-enabled mobile device
collects raw data from each of the location sources. The
client needs to be connected on the Internet to send this data
to the Location server.
It is possible to enhance these applications by using CoLDE,
the users will be able to broadcast the gathered information
to APs, which will forward them to the location server of the
company(s) that support(s) this area. The response will be
sent to the access point and then back to the client in a probe
response.
Owl Positioning System (OwlPS)
OwlPS implements several positioning techniques and
algorithms (RADAR[3], Interlink Networks [25], FBCM
[26] and Basic FRBHM [27]), allowing to combine and
compare them, even in a real-life experiment way [23]. The
configuration where infrastructure executes all the processing
needs several elements: mobile terminals equipped with
Wi-Fi cards, access points or any capture device (listening
for any positioning request transmitted by the mobiles), the
aggregation server (which the APs forward the received
positioning requests to) and the computation server (which
computes the position of each mobile from information
forwarded by the aggregation server) [24].
The system works as follows: the mobile airs a positioning
request and capture devices (the infrastructure) capture it.
This request consists of 10 to 20 UDP packets containing
the local time. Each AP capturing the positioning request
transmits it to the aggregation server along with additional
data. The additional data consists of : the mobile MAC and
IP addresses, the AP’s MAC address, the time at which the
packet was captured and the RSSI. The aggregation server
gathers the data and forwards them to the computation server.
The computation server analyzes the information received
from the aggregation server and computes the mobile position.
The computed position can be sent to the mobile by using
direct connection between the computation server and the
mobile.
OwlPS could use the CoLDE Indoor Positioning Frame (Fig.
4.), (Fig. 5.) to exchange data.
By using CoLDE, any Wi-Fi device can broadcast a probe
request on a channel. The APs capture the probe request,
each will forward it to CoLDE-Proxy along with the AP
data. CoLDE-Proxy will relay the data to the aggregation
server. The latter will process the data and forward it to the
computation server. The computation server computes the
position and sends it back to the APs. The APs send back
the position in the probe response.
Using CoLDE would affect the mechanism of the system itself
by adding the possibility to send the computed position to
the mobile without having direct connection with it. Another
advantage is the amount of data processed, while OwlPS
depends on capturing and processing all frames (management
and data frames), CoLDE processes the management frames
only.

Position Needed

Collaborative Indoor Positioning
This kind of approach is the opposite of the localization
methods that depend on the infrastructure. The collaborative
localization proposes a model where clients may act as
reference points in addition to their role as clients. PeopleCentric Navigation (PCN) provides an indoor localization
solution by using the clients themselves as reference points.
Clients with the PCN ( i.e., mobile phones) continuously
obtain accelerometer and digital compass readings to estimate
step counts and direction. They also estimate a vector of
each step called step vector, using the direction information
and stride length. Since the stride length varies between
individuals, it is approximated from the body height. Clients
also record RSS from neighboring clients, which is collected
through the device discovery process of Bluetooth. Step
vectors and RSS are transferred to a centralized server called
a PCN server via 3G or Wi-Fi. Then the PCN server estimates
relative positions among users and the results are sent back
to the clients to give them estimated positions[28].
Using CoLDE, PCN method can be enhanced to enable
clients to broadcast their gathered data to the access point to
be forwarded to the server without having any connection.
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CoLDE-Client - Trilateration

algorithm ranges between 5ms and 10ms. To simulate
the delays in the other indoor positioning systems, we
repeated the same trilateration algorithm with different
delays. Each delay represents a different scenario, it
simulates different indoor positioning system. We tested
the following scenarios (the number after ”-” is the delay
in milliseconds):

VI. E XPERIMENTS A ND R ESULTS
Our experiments and scenarios aim at demonstrating the improvement in indoor positioning systems by utilizing CoLDE.
We evaluate and quantify the performance of the protocol
in a real and congested environment. In this environment,
there are more than 20 APs on different frequencies, the APs
handle hundred of requests, and the clients receive hundred of
broadcasting frames.
The experiments have been conducted using the following
parameters:
• Indoor positioning system: we used a centralized trilateration indoor positioning system. The system maintains
a database of the APs MAC addresses and their coordinates. It computes the client position by utilizing the
APs coordinates, and their RSSI. In our experiment, the
trilateration indoor positioning system was running on
the same server with CoLDE-Proxy, so we eliminated
the delay that could be caused by the network. The time
needed to compute the position using the trilateration

Aps
Count
≥ 3?

No

– (Scenarios-Group-I): Scenario-10, Scenario-100,
Scenario-1k, Scenario-2k, Scenario-4k, Scenario-8k.
– (Scenarios-Group-II): Scenario-16k, Scenario-32k.
•

•

CoLDE-Client: it is a Java application running on Linux.
It utilizes the iw library (written in C). It uses the same
architecture that we mention in Section IV. We customized it to collect the data needed for the trilateration
indoor positioning system. A Wi-Fi client performs active
scanning to collect the APs in its area and to send the
data in a positioning request. The detailed functionality
is described in (Fig. 8.).
CoLDE-Proxy and CoLDE-AP: we have implemented
one CoLDE-Proxy server and 3 CoLDE-APs as
mentioned in Section IV.

We installed the CoLDE-APs in different location. We
configured them with different SSIDs and on multiple
frequencies. All APs are connected to CoLDE-Proxy on the

TABLE I
E XPERIMENTS R ESULTS
Scenario-10

Scenario-100

Scenario-1k

Scenario-2k

Scenario-4k

Scenario-8k

Scenario-16k

Scenario-32k

Data
Collecting
Time (ms)

5300

5368

5657

5220

5120

5004

8677

9879

Position-obtaining
Time (ms)

4568

4900

8126

8353

8283

11729

32545

32874

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

Data
Scans

Collecting

Position-obtaining
Scans
Cache

1

1

2

2

2

3

9

9

Not Used

Not Used

Used

Used

Used

Used

Used

Used

TABLE II
T HE EFFECT OF A DDING C O LDE INTO P ROBE F RAMES

same LAN. CoLDE-Client is installed on an IPC.
In our experiment, we studied the following aspects:
• Frame size: we assessed the effect of adding CoLDE
data to the probe request/response frames. CoLDE adds
up to 255 bytes into the probe request/response frames.
(Table II) summarizes our results. It shows that, the round
trip with CoLDE needed about 53% more than the same
trip without CoLDE.
• Data Collecting - Number of Scans: number of active
scans needed to collect the data. (Fig. 9) shows the
number of scans needed for each scenario. We noticed
that in Scenarios-Group-I, a client needs to scan the
network only once. For Scenarios-Group-II, a client needs
to scan the network 2 times to collect the data.
• Position-obtaining - Number of Scans: number of active
scans needed to obtain the position. (Fig. 9) shows the
number of scans needed for each scenario. We noticed
that, a client needs to scan the network only once
in Scenario-10 and Scenario-100, twice in Scenario-1k,
Scenario-2k, Scenario-4k and 3 times in Scenario-8k. For
Scenarios-Group-II, a client needs to scan the network
about 9 times to obtain the position.
• Data Collecting Time: All infrastructure-based positioning systems require data sourced from various functions.
For the data provided by the APs, We observed the
time needed to collect this data using CoLDE. This time
includes: time needed to send probe request by the client,
time to process the request by the AP and time to send
the probe response to the client. In (Fig. 10), we notice
that data collecting time is about the same for ScenariosGroup-I. For Scenarios-Group-II, We found out that we
needed double the time, because the client repeats the
data collecting process after 5 failed tries, as described
in (Fig. 8.).
• Position-obtaining time: it is the time between sending
the positioning request in a probe request, and receiving
the position in a probe response. For both of the scenarios
group, the position-obtaining time is the sum of two
values: the time required to compute the position (on
the server), and a value ranges between (2000ms and
3000ms). This value represents the time needed to scan
the network.

CoLDE
Without
With

Probe

Size

Request

103 bytes

Response

125 bytes

Request

352 bytes

Response

168 bytes

Fig. 9.

•

Round-Trip Time
26 milliseconds
61 milliseconds

Number of Scans

Position from the AP cache: we observe the time when
the client sends a second probe response, because it failed
to obtain the position in the first one. In (Table II), clients
obtained their positions without caching in Scenario-10
and Scenario-100. For all other scenarios, the positions
have been cached in APs, the clients obtained them in
the next probe response frame.

Experimental results prove that utilizing the management
frames to send the data to the indoor positioning system does
not change the protocol operation in any way. The delay
resulted from adding data into the probe request/response
frames is less than active scanning timeout. CoLDE needs
about 3 seconds to exchange the data between the clients and
the indoor positioning system. The AP caches are used for all
indoor positioning that need more than 100ms to compute the
position. Using the AP’s cache gives an effective solution for
the problems could be caused by the timeout of management
frames.

Fig. 10.

Scan and Positioning Duration

VII. C ONCLUSION AND P ERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we presented our solution to make indoor
positioning functions available for public use. We proved that
it is possible to change the way the service is provided by
using the connectionless protocol CoLDE. We showed that
CoLDE offers the needed mechanism for APs to be the
bridge between Wi-Fi clients in their coverage areas, and the
positioning systems that could be located on network different
from the APs ones. We discussed the case where CoLDE
can even improve some algorithms by providing them with
more amount in data, where it would be impossible to have
them using the traditional ways. We presented our component
CoLDE-Proxy which is the interface between infrastructure
devices and positioning systems. We showed that by using
CoLDE-Proxy, clients in the same area can use different
positioning systems, even without being connected directly to
any of them. Integrating CoLDE into any positioning system
does not interfere with the main functionality of the system,
and it could even be transparent for the positioning system
itself.
The experiments showed the ability to utilize CoLDE with
a centralized trilateration positioning system. They proved
the ability to have CoLDE working with indoor positioning
systems that need more time to compute the positions, due to
two levels of caching.
As for future work, our plans cover four aspects. Firstly, we
plan to port CoLDE to different mobile platforms. Secondly,
we plan to work to integrate CoLDE into an open-source
operating system, such as OpenWrt. This step should facilitate
upgrading the compatible access points to support CoLDE.
Thirdly, we will work to develop CoLDE-Proxy so it can be
integrated with different types of positioning systems. Finally,
We are going to use the results of the three above-mentioned
aspects to develop a standard for security in connectionless
protocols.
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